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Gen IV Safety Goals

• Three specific safety goals “to be used to stimulate the search 
for innovative nuclear energy systems and to motivate and 
guide the R&D on Generation IV systems”:
– Generation IV nuclear energy systems operations will excel 

in safety and reliability.
– Generation IV nuclear energy systems will have a very low 

likelihood and degree of reactor core damage.
– Generation IV nuclear energy systems will eliminate the 

need for offsite emergency response.
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RSWG mandate

• The primary objective of the RSWG is to help assuring a harmonized 
approach on long-term safety, risk and regulatory issues in development 
of the next generation systems.  To this end, the RSWG is focusing 
particularly on:

• Defining safety and quality goals;
• Promoting homogeneous approach to safety design & 
assessment
• Develop and promote an evaluation methodology
• Facilitating integrated consideration within the design of 
safety, proliferation resistance and physical protection goals;
• Advising and assisting the EG and PG on interactions with 
the nuclear safety regulatory community, and other relevant 
stakeholders including IAEA;
• Interfacing with the Gen IV Systems SC and MB to provide 
insights for the definition of the needed R&D.
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Gen IV Roadmap - Viability and Performance phases : 
RSWG role to help SSC meeting the requested end points

Recognized need for an on-line methodology 
to continuosly interact with the SSC, to 
assess the progress of the R&D work and 
eventually reorient the R&D content or priorities

Viability Phase Objective:  

Basic concepts, technologies and processes are 
proven out under relevant conditions, with all 
potential technical show-stoppers identified and 
resolved. 

Viability Phase Endpoints:

1.Preconceptual design of the entire system, 
with nominal interface requirements between 
subsystems and established pathways for 
disposal of all waste streams 

2.Basic fuel cycle and energy conversion (if 
applicable) process flowsheets established 
through testing at appropriate scale

3.Cost analysis based on preconceptual design

4.Simplified PRA for the system

5.Definition of analytical tools

6.Preconceptual design and analysis of safety 
features

7.Simplified preliminary environmental impact 
statement for the system

8.Preliminary safeguards and physical 
protection strategy 

9.Consultation(s) with regulatory agency on 
safety approach and framework issues

Performance Phase Objective:  

Engineering-scale processes, phenomena, and 
materials capabilities are verified and optimized 
under prototypical conditions

Performance Phase Endpoints:

1.Conceptual design of the entire system, 
sufficient for procurement specifications for 
construction of a prototype or demonstration 
plant, and with validated acceptability of 
disposal of all waste streams 

2.Processes validated at scale sufficient for 
demonstration plant

3.Detailed cost evaluation for the system

4.PRA for the system

5.Validation of analytical tools 

6.Demonstration of safety features through 
testing, analysis, or relevant experience

7.Environmental impact statement for the 
system

8.Safeguards and physical protection strategy 
for system, including cost estimate for 
extrinsic features

9.Pre-application meeting(s) with regulatory 
agency
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RSWG Domain
covers these
End Points
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Current RSWG Activities

• “Basis for the Safety Approach for Design and 
Assessment of Generation IV Systems” approved and 
published in November 2008

• Work during the past year has turned to focus primarily 
on development of an integrated framework for assessing 
risk and safety issues in Generation IV systems

• Methodology is tentatively called the Generation IV 
Integrated Safety Assessment Method (ISAM)

• Pilot application of ISAM to JSFR
• Contacts sought with GIF SIAP, MDEP, NRC, WENRA, 

IAEA
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A Viable Assessment Methodology Must 
Fulfill Multiple Purposes

• Commensurate with design maturity, yields a complete and 
detailed understanding of relevant risk and safety issues

• Within a given concept or design, guides the design process 
based on a detailed understanding of risk and safety

• Promotes understanding of differences between concepts and 
designs, based on risk and safety issues

• Allow evaluation of a concept or design relative to various 
safety metrics or “figures of merit”

• Support licensing and regulatory processes
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Preconceptual Design Conceptual Design Final Design Licensing & Operation

Formulation  Refinement of Safety Requirements & Criteria

PIRT
• Identify important phenomena
• Characterize state of 

knowledge

OPT
• List provisions that assure 

implementation of DiD
• DiD level      safety function     

challenge/mechanism      provisions

Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA)
• Provides integrated understanding of risk and safety issues 
• Allows assessment of risk implications of design variations
• In principle, allows comparison to technology neutral risk metrics 

Deterministic and Phenomenological Analysis (DPA)
• Demonstrate conformance with design intent and assumptions
• Characterize response in event sequences resulting from postulated initiating events 
• Establish margins to limits, success criteria for SSCs in PRA, and consequences

QSR – Qualitative assessment Increasingly Quantitative

Proposed Generation IV Nuclear Systems 
Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology (ISAM)
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Qualitative Safety Features Review (QSR)
• The Qualitative Safety Features Review is a new tool that 

provides a systematic means of ensuring and documenting that 
the evolving Generation IV system’s design incorporates the 
desirable safety-related attributes and characteristics that are 
identified and discussed in the RSWG’s report

• Using a structured template, the QSR provides a useful 
preparatory step to shape designers’ approaches to their work 
to help ensure that safety truly is “built-in, not added-onto” 
since the early phases of the design of Generation IV systems.
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Phenomena Identification and Ranking 
Technique (PIRT)

• Applied initially in pre-conceptual design phase, and iteratively 
thereafter

• Used as an early “screen” to identify, categorize, and 
characterize phenomena and issues that are potentially 
important to risk and safety

• Relies heavily on expert elicitation
• Can be focused on general issues, or on specific design 

questions, phenomenology, and temporal frames as needed
• Forms input to PSA (initiating events, sequence definition, 

system success criteria, etc), and helps identify areas in which 
additional research is needed
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Objective Provision Tree (OPT)

• Applied iteratively from late pre-conceptual design stage 
through conceptual design

• Focuses on ensuring and documenting “lines of 
protection” in response to safety-significant phenomena 
identified in PIRT

• Useful in structuring 
thinking about sequence 
phenomenology, 
success criteria, etc.
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Deterministic and Phenomenological 
Analyses (DPA)

• Classical deterministic and phenomenological analyses 
constitute a vital part of the overall Generation IV ISAM. 

• These analyses will be used as needed to understand safety 
issues that must guide concept and design development, and 
will form inputs into the PSA. 

• DPA will be used from the late portion of the pre-conceptual 
design phase through ultimate 
licensing and regulation of the 
Generation IV system.
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Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA)

• PSA serves as the focal point of the ISAM
• While they have inherent value on their own, other elements of the 

ISAM serve largely to support the PSA
• The PSA is a widely recognized methodology for assessing risk and 

safety issues
• Worldwide, PSA is increasingly an expected part of the licensing and 

regulatory process
• By integrating PSA into the earliest practical stages of the design 

process, designs can be more fully informed by insights and findings 
developed in the PSA

• Although no element of the 
ISAM is “required,” PSA is regarded 
as “essential.” 
Other elements “recommended.”

Loss of
circulation
capability in
PRACS-B

Reactor
SCRAM

Passive
cooling by
using
PRACS-A *

Passive
cooling by
using
DRACS *

IC07-B RS ANC DNC

Success ↑

Failure ↓

(1) Need to be confirmed by DPA

This sequence is developed in
detail in other event trees 5 - -

4 /RS*ANC*DNC
(Loss of all heat sink)

Damage

2 /RS*/ANC*DNC
(Passive cooling by using PRACS-A alone) Unknown (1)

3 /RS*ANC*/DNC
(Passive cooling by using DRACS alone) Unknown (1)

Seq
.

No.
Accident sequence Core

 integrity

1 /RS*/ANC*/DNC
(Successful DBA scenario) Should be OK (1)
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Regulators’ developments
• NRC View : Relevance to GEN IV *

* Excerpt from 4 May 2009 presentation by Michael Mayfield, Director, Advanced Reactor Projects, US NRC

- Engagement by regulatory bodies in the GEN IV activities will 
help avoid unrealistic expectations for certifying designs
- Policy issues and technical challenges can be identified early 
and steps toward resolution taken in a timely manner

• WENRA 
- Safety objectives for new power reactors, December 2009: 
Discussion on the evolution of the defence-in-depth approach
• MDEP
- Safety Goals Technical Experts Group Meeting- 5&6 October 2009, 
Paris
• IAEA
- Assessment of IAEA SS NPP Design Requirements application to 
FR
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Next Steps
• Methodology Overview document likely to be published early 

2010
• Next phase of RSWG work to focus on identifying and 

developing appropriate risk metrics, development of guidance 
regarding applications of analysis results, and preparation of 
documentation

• Strong desire to engage with SSCs
– Open invitation to all RSWG working meetings
– RSWG/SSCs workshop, 12-13 April 2010, Petten NL
– Invite review and comment regarding all aspects of 

methodology and its application
– Seeking feedback on ways in which RSWG can best support 

activities of the SSCs
• Euratom Contribution: Seeking EU consensus on safety design 

& assessment approach to innovative reactors (link to SNETP 
goals)
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